
FREmedica Technologies Inc. is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Waveforce Electronics Inc. FREmedica, 

based in Victoria, British Columbia. The Company 

was founded on November 5, 2016 for the purpose of 

creating a frequency emitter that delivers a special 

package of frequencies designed for the health and 

wellness market, specifically to target Lyme Disease 

within North America.
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MORE ABOUT FREMEDICA

FREmedica CEO Stephen Davis' daughter (who was sick for 12 
years) and two grandsons were diagnosed with Lyme disease a 
number of years ago. Stephen researched various treatment 
options to help his family with very little success. During his search 
for a solution, he began working with Stuart Gross, who was working 
on a technology using light to deliver a variety of frequencies at the 
time. Waveforce had already developed three prototype devices 
that used frequencies delivered via light emitting technology with 
good results. Stephen’s daughter and two grandsons participated 
in a small trial using this unique package of frequencies, delivered 
by light and they have been symptom free for over 5 years after 
using the 2nd and 3rd generation devices.

In 2016, Waveforce’s technological advances won the Thomas Edison 
‘Tommy Award’ for Innovation. In 2016 Waveforce incorporated 
FREmedica Technologies to deal with all frequency emitters and 
frequency packages that were related to chronic Lyme disease. After 
this, a fourth device was designed, which was named ‘waveforce 
ONE’. This version was the first wearable product of its kind and 
debuted in July 2017. In 2018 we launched a programmable version 
called the Wave 1 which is still the same product today producing 
the same positive results for clients with chronic Lyme disease.

Our purpose is to enable people living with the debilitating symptoms 
of chronic Lyme disease to live a full, healthy, symptom-free life. 
We do this by providing The Lyme Frequency Support Program 
via the Wave 1, an innovative wearable delivery system.
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Stephen Davis, CEO, 
President, Inventor & Director

Dr. Keith Pyne, 
Director (Waveforce)

Stuart Gross, 
Founder, Inventor, Director

Mike Cardoza, 
Director
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